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§ Blockchain como plataforma para a administração do 
processo arbitral
§ Possíveis dificuldades (ou vantagens) em face dos artigos II e IV da 

Convenção de Nova Iorque

§ Smart contracts
§ Fortes (sem interação humana) e Fracos (com interação humana)
§ Mecanismos especiais de resolução de disputas

§ Cybersecurity
§ Proteção de dados no processo arbitral
§ Protocolo ICCA de Cybersecurity: papel dos vários atores

§ Inteligência artificial
§ Evolução dos instrumentos de apoio ao processo arbitral
§ O risco (ou a inevitabilidade) de opacidade

Aplicações (e possíveis preocupações)



Tipos de Blockchain

performance, for better or worse, by excising 
human discretion from contract 
execution.” [4] This type of smart contracts 
has been labeled as a strong smart contract 
whereby human intervention is expunged. [5] 
In other words, these smart contracts are self-
executing or self-enforcing. The problem with 
these strong smart contracts is that they would 
run the imminent risk of technical bugs. Fur-
ther, natural language processing in artificial 
intelligence has not yet been developed to en-
code vague or complex contractual clauses. 
Therefore, the realm of these smart contracts 
in any way would not be able to extend to 
more than simple standard agreements.  

To the contrary, a weak smart contract can be 
defined as: “an automatable and enforceable 
agreement. Automatable by computer, al-
though some parts may require human input 
and control. Enforceable either by legal en-
forcement of rights and obligations or via 
tamper-proof execution of computer 

code.”  [6] This definition is sufficiently clear 
as it covers both “‘smart legal 
contracts’ (where the agreement is a legal 
agreement, at least some of which is capable of 
being implemented in software) and ‘smart 
contract code’ (which is automated software 
that may not necessarily be linked to a formal 
legal agreement).” [7] The word “automatable” 
was used rather than “automated” to clarify 
that in practice, there are usually some parts 
of the smart contract that require human in-
tervention. [8]  

We should note that our discussion here con-
cerns the use of smart contracts which are 
based on the blockchain, as smart contracts do 
not have to be based on the blockchain in the 
first place. Also, it’s essential to note that 
smart contracts based on a certain type of 
blockchains will inherit the features of such 
blockchain. In this regard, a strong smart con-
tract based on a public permissionless 
blockchain would be transparent, would  

Figure 1. A comparison of the various types of blockchains and their distinctive features
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Artigo II
1. Cada Estado signatário deverá reconhecer o acordo escrito pelo qual as partes se 

comprometem a submeter à arbitragem todas as divergências que tenham surgido ou que 
possam vir a surgir entre si no que diz respeito a um relacionamento jurídico definido, seja 
ele contratual ou não, com relação a uma matéria passível de solução mediante arbitragem.

2. Entender-se-á por "acordo escrito" uma cláusula arbitral inserida em contrato ou 
acordo de arbitragem, firmado pelas partes ou contido em troca de cartas ou telegramas.
(...)
Artigo IV

1. A fim de obter o reconhecimento e a execução mencionados no artigo precedente, a 
parte que solicitar o reconhecimento e a execução fornecerá, quando da solicitação:

a) a sentença original devidamente autenticada ou uma cópia da mesma devidamente 
certificada;

b) o acordo original a que se refere o Artigo II ou uma cópia do mesmo devidamente 
autenticada.
(...)

Convenção de Nova Iorque (1958)
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T H E  M I A M I
B L O C K C H A I N  G R O U P

S A M B A
Smart Arbitration & Mediation Blockchain Application

A private, decentralized application designed to facilitate the resolution of disputes in a cost-ef�cient, timely, and
user-friendly way.

Designed for the international dispute resolution community, by the international dispute resolution community.

C O N T A C T  U S

SAMBA: Arbitration Blockchain
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Kleros: resolução de disputas online

Figure 5: Example of paths chosen by jurors in the subcourt system. Clément can be drawn as juror
in the General Court and in the Insurance Subcourt. Chief can be drawn as juror in the General
Court, in the E-Commerce Subcourt and in the Freelancing Subcourt.

in Figure 6. Vote delegation can also be subcourt specific. Users could choose to delegate their vote in
some subcourts but not in others. Note that delegates do not need to be humans. They can be smart
contract implementing arbitrarily complex voting rules (for example voting on updating fees based on
market data).

Figure 6: Illustration of a liquid vote

The governance mechanism can be used to:

1. Set policies: Policies are guidelines about how to arbitrate disputes. They are the equivalent of
the laws in traditional justice systems. They determine which party should win a dispute when
particular conditions are met. They can be specific to a particular subcourt.

2. Modify the subcourts:

(a) Add subcourts.
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Abstract

Kleros is a decentralized application built on top of Ethereum that works as a decentralized
third party to arbitrate disputes in every kind of contract, from very simple to highly complex
ones. It relies on game theoretic incentives to have jurors rule cases correctly. The result is a
dispute resolution system that renders ultimate judgments in a fast, inexpensive, reliable and
decentralized way.

1 Introduction

“Whoever controls the courts, controls the state”. Aristotle.

The world is experiencing an accelerated pace of globalization and digitalization. An exponen-
tially growing number of transactions are being conducted online between people across jurisdictional
boundaries. If the blockchain promise comes to a reality, in a not so distant future, most goods,
labor and capital will be allocated through decentralized global platforms. Disputes will certainly
arise. Users of decentralized eBay will claim that sellers failed to send the goods as specified in the
agreement, guests in decentralized Airbnb will claim that the rented house was not “as shown in the
pictures” and backers in a crowdfunding platform will claim a refund as teams fail to deliver the
promised results.

Smart contracts are smart enough to automatically execute as programmed, but not to render
subjective judgments or to include elements from outside the blockchain. Existing dispute resolution
technologies are too slow, too expensive and too unreliable for a decentralized global economy operating
in real time. A fast, inexpensive, transparent, reliable and decentralized dispute resolution mechanism
that renders ultimate judgments about the enforceability of smart contracts is a key institution for
the blockchain era.

Kleros is a decision protocol for a multipurpose court system able to solve every kind of dispute.
It is an Ethereum autonomous organization that works as a decentralized third party to arbitrate
disputes in every kind of contract, from very simple to highly complex ones. Every step of the
arbitration process (securing evidence, selecting jurors, etc.) is fully automated. Kleros does not rely
on the honesty of a few individuals but on game-theoretical economic incentives.

It is based on a fundamental insight from legal epistemology: a court is an epistemic engine, a tool
for ferreting out the truth about events from a confusing array of clues. An agent (jury) follows a
procedure where an input (evidence) is used to produce an output (decision) (15). Kleros leverages the
technologies of crowdsourcing, blockchain and game theory to develop a justice system that produces
true decisions in a secure and inexpensive way.
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Kleros: resolução de disputas online

Figure 7: Example of dispute summing up how Kleros work.
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Cybersecurity: ICCA Protocol
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committees constituted by ICCA's
Governing Board.  

How to get involved
Calls for expressions of interest by
ICCA members in new projects are
posted regularly on our website, and
notified to ICCA members through
newsletters.

  
Expressions of interest can be
directed to the ICCA Bureau at
bureau@arbitration-icca.org.

Concluded projects

A Task Force on Standards of Practice in International
Arbitration  has been established to research standards of
conduct in domestic and international fora to make
recommendations as to the standards of practice that
should be applicable in international arbitration.  

CYBERSECURITY IN INTERNATIONAL
ARBITRATION ICCA-NYC BAR-CPR
WORKING GROUP

 ICCA has joined forces with the New York City Bar
Association (NYC Bar) and the International Institute for
Conflict Prevention and Resolution (CPR) to launch a
Working Group on Cybersecurity in Arbitration. The Working

Group is preparing a set of guidelines, which will provide practical guidance for counsel, arbitrators,
and institutions, and optional protocols that can be adopted by parties to an arbitration. A consultation
paper is now available online for public comment. 

ICCA-ASIL TASK FORCE ON DAMAGES

In December 2016, ICCA and ASIL joined forces to establish
the ICCA-ASIL Task Force on Damages to address an issue
of particular importance, but too often overlooked, in the
field of international arbitration: quantification of damages.
The Task Force is made up of a blue-ribbon panel of leading
legal and economics experts from jurisdictions across the

globe who seek to promote consistency and rigor in the field’s approach to damages.  

 ICCA WORKING GROUP ON AFRICAN ARBITRAL PRACTICE

§ Objetivos
§ Meios de implantação

§ Redação da convenção de arbitragem
§ Atuação do tribunal e da instituição arbitral
§ Consciência e comprometimento dos envolvidos

§ Leis de Proteção de Dados Pessoais
https://www.arbitration-icca.org/projects.html
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§ Prática usual: exemplo dos sistemas de document review
§ Próximos passos

§ Suporte ao procedimento tradicional

§ Característica “tradicional”: verificabilidade

§ Perspectivas futuras
§ Escrutínio automático: verificação de compatibilidade entre a

decisão e os dados do processo

§ Busca de dados para apuração de conflitos de interesses de
árbitros ou peritos

§ Identificação de red flags de práticas ilícitas

§ Risco de superação da verificabilidade por meios tradicionais

Inteligência Artificial e Machine Learning



§ As características da arbitragem favorecem a utilização de
sistemas baseados em tecnologia de blockchain privada e
mediante permissão, que apresentam privacidade,
segurança, escalabilidade e custo adequados para que
tenha efetiva aplicação prática.

§ Smart contracts exigem reflexão sobre mecanismos ágeis
de resolução de conflitos.

§ A necessidade de cybersecurity e a proteção de dados já
são uma realidade – inclusive em face de leis
internacionais e domésticas que as impõem.

§ A inteligência artificial e a machine learning devem ser
compreendidas para servir aos objetivos da arbitragem.

§ A Era Digital da arbitragem é um reflexo necessário e
inafastável da evolução dos negócios e das controvérsias
que ela se propõe a resolver.

Conclusões
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